
Code ideas   
 Morse code tied in a string with knots for dots and ½ toothpicks for dashes. (and a start here sign) 
  

 Written code:  small v's to write a message: 
   
 
 
 

   S        O       S       I        N  E  E  D         H     E      L          P 
  
Small v above line = dot; large v above line = dash;  small v below line is break between letters;  large v 
below line is break between words 
  
Variation - short tooth for dot, long tooth for dash, short flat line between letters, space between 
words.  (on a page from lone leaders trng - no 181) 
  

 Use dried peas and matches to physically make the morse alphabet - He is Tom - uses all the letters 
with just dots or just dashes. 

    

 A crossword with the clues/words in semaphore or morse 
  

 Morse time - 1.00 = A;  2.00 = B etc to 12.00 = M;  minutes are AA = 1.05;  AB = 1.10;    
Minutes in between the 5s are represented by R(6) S(7) W(8) X(9)  eg AAR = 1.06 
  

 Make a signal lamp / buzzer 
  

 Code wheels 
  

 Notes on a music stave: a-g is one type of note eg crochet;  a-g in minims is actually h-n;  a-g a third 
time in semi-breves is n-t; a-g a fourth time in quavers is u-z;  one bar per word;  rest symbol for end 
of sentence. 

  

 Use clock time to indicate semaphore letters  6.07 = E 
  

 Lemon juice writing 
  

 Writing on an egg with vinegar, then hard boiling to retrieve the message  June 1999 meeting 
possibly 

  

 Use a wing dings font and just type! 



 A Dragon can write these symbols with his 3 claws. Why not use Dragon writing as the basis of a 
wide game! Code breaking can be fun! The symbol before the "a" signifies the next letter is a capital. 
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